
LTK05-0001- 9GN52(V2) Damage Risk Process and Cause Analysis

1. Description of damage phenomen

The damage phenomenon is that the four corners of the product are slightly damaged, and the damaged 
position does not enter the display area and the sealant area, which does not affect the performance and is 
judged within the standard range.

2. Damage inspection standard

3. Analysis of the cause of damage

Combine the damage phenomenon to investigate the cause of the damage to the process. The process flow 
is as follows (the red box process has the risk of damage):

Risk factor Risk description

Equipment

Equipment 1. Cutting process: In the process of cutting glass by the cutter wheel, the normal wear and tear of 
the cutter wheel and glass debris will cause a certain cutting damage rate;

2. Edge grinding process: During the edge grinding process, slight glass damage will be caused by abrasion 
of the grinding wheel, high processing temperature,  and occasional defects of glass materials;

3. Other processes: The assembly line and other equipment are all metal equipment, and friction and collision 
during the operation process will cause the risk of product damage, especially the glass corners.

Manual work

1. Inserting rack process: When the operator inserts the basket rack for cleaning, it is easy to collide with the 
basket rack and cause the risk of damage;

2. Operation posts, functional inspections, etc. are used to assist the alignment of equipment operators. The 
alignment benchmarks are all metal products (non-metal and glass friction and wear seriously affect 
alignment), which may cause damage.

Material turnover
1. In case of collision during material turnover, there is also a risk of damage; After the finished products are 
packed with blister trays and cartons, there is no risk of corner damage.

Summarize

1. Glass is fragile, especially at the corners. It is easy to break corners in case of friction and collision 
with equipment and other objects during the manufacturing process. Moreover, the structural glass of 
this model has no backlight or retaining wall to protect the corners of glass, which is easy to break 
during the operation of personnel.
2. The process operation damage cannot be eliminated, so the damage rate can only be reduced as far 
as possible, and the damage and zero defect can not be achieved. The damaged products beyond the 
standard range will be detected and scrapped, and will be judged as good products within the standard 
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